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Small States in Defense Market: Reassessing Taiwan’s defense industrial policy 

In previous issue, his excellency, Sir Michael Reilly, offered his insight on the political constraints 

and cost concern of Taiwan’s brewing indigenous submarine program. Here, we digress by surfacing 

“out of water,” yet, steering along the same course by proposing alternative approach for promoting 

domestic defense industry and export. We assess the strategies of several small states that have been 

relatively successful in carving out their own niches in the defense export market, analyze their 

advantages and risk, and conclude with recommendations. 

     Promoting the development of domestic defense industry has been central to President Tsai’s 

policy agenda since her inauguration. In the modern era, defense industry represents the culmination 

of latest applied technology, industrial prowess, and the depth of capital market – ambitions that 

widely shared by many developing countries. India, most notably, has prioritized the development of 

local defense industry as part of its national development strategy. Yet, for small states that lack the 

kind of capitalization and industrial capability necessary to sustain complex weapon programs, 

developing domestic defense industry may be an unrealistic policy goal and the prospect for arms 

export could be even dimmer, such as the current “indigenization” discourse the Tsai administration 

found itself in. 

     However, there are small states that aren’t endowed with these conditions but remain successful 

at positioning their defense industries in the global defense market. This being so because, rather 

than indigenizing their weapon procurement programs, they adopted a variety of collaboration 

strategies to compensate for their disadvantages in economies of scale while amplifying their 

strength in innovation.  

     As seen in Table 1, collaboration in defense technology can take many forms, depending on the 

extent of integration in the R&D and production process as well as the type of technology under 

consideration. First, small states can pursue the “prime contractor-subcontractor” model proposed 

by the editor to source existing, proven platforms from foreign (US) defense contractors and 

integrate these platforms with local subsystems to develop indigenous weapon systems that suit their 

specific tactical needs. Secondly, small states can also build alliance and/or co-development relationship 

with major foreign defense conglomerates in areas of technology where their leading defense 

companies excel. For example, defense companies from small states specializing in particular T/R 

seeker modules, sensors, and radar technologies may team with foreign defense conglomerates to 

integrate their unique guidance and search technologies into the latter’s subsystems and platform 

designs for developing new weapon systems. Because of this, joint venture or profit-sharing agreements 

may ensue. Finally, through forming alliance or licensing, defense companies from small states can take 

advantage of their foreign partners’ broader marketing and distribution networks to advertise their 

indigenous and joint venture products to the global defense market; to this end, some countries 

intentionally allowed foreign defense conglomerates to acquire significant shareholding of their 

domestic defense industries as a way to “internationalize” their defense industries. 

http://globaltaiwan.org/2016/12/7-gtb-1-12/#MichaelReilly120716
http://globaltaiwan.org/2016/11/16-gtb-1-9/#DavidAn111616
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     Singapore and Norway, whose 

economies are comparable in size to 

that of Taiwan, are telling examples of 

agile late comers that emerged 

successfully in the entrenched 

oligopolistic defense export market. 

Their respective national champions, 

the Singapore Technologies Kinetics 

(ST Kinetics) and Kongsberg Defence 

& Aerospace (KDA), employ a mix of 

collaboration strategies in enhance 

their competitiveness at domestic and 

international weapon procurement 

programs. In 2015, the ST Kinetics 

and KDA reported US $4.4 billion and 

$17 billion in revenue respectively, in 

which more than 80% came from 

international sales;[1] both have become rising DoD contractors and collaborate widely with US 

defense conglomerates. At below, we describe some of their recent cases as illustration for how 

some of the aforementioned strategies can help to boost domestic defense industries and their 

export potentials. The Australian case, where the government allowed subsidiaries of foreign defense 

conglomerates to take over its state-owned defense industries to increase the latter’s access to the 

global defense market, will also be discussed. 

Singapore 

The ST Kinetics manufactures a complete line of wheeled and tracked vehicles and self-propelled 

howitzer (SPH), them utilized proven foreign platform designs and are made to US and NATO 

specifications. The Terrex wheeled armored vehicle—which suddenly became a point of diplomatic 

tension—has a Celtic origin.[5] The ST Kinetics sourced the original chassis design from Timoney 

Technology Ltd. of Ireland with whom the ST Kinetics had contracted earlier to design the Bronco 

All Terrain Tracked Carrier (currently in service with the Singapore Armed Forces and the UK). The 

ST Kinetics bonded its partnership with Timoney by acquiring 27.42% of the latter’s shareholding 

and teamed with Timoney to submit their latest Terrex 3 design for the Australian Land 400 phase 2 

competition. Yet, having retained full control over the Terrex chassis design, ST Kinetics deftly 

switched partners by collaborating with SAIC (a Tysons Corner (VA)-based American company) to 

bid for the US Marine Corps’ Amphibious Combat Vehicle (ACV) program and licensing Otokar (a 

Turkish defense giant) to produce licensed-built Yavuz armored vehicles for the Turkish armored 

forces. 

http://www.stengg.com/AR2015/download.html
https://www.km.kongsberg.com/ks/web/nokbg0397.nsf/AllWeb/0CBF279394A411C4C1257F8D004A8CBC/$file/KOG_AnnualReport_2015_EN.PDF?OpenElement
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/singapore-military-vehicles-seized-in-hong-kong/2016/11/25/a65fd5d6-b2e9-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/singapore-military-vehicles-seized-in-hong-kong/2016/11/25/a65fd5d6-b2e9-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html
http://www.defence.gov.au/dmo/equippingdefence/land400
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     Although no alliance/co-development agreements were signed, the ST Kinetics adopted similar 

approach to quicken its development of the Singapore Self-Propelled Howitzer (SSPH) program. It 

sourced the reliable, combat-proven chassis of the M109 howitzers and components from the M2/3 

Bradley family of vehicles from the United Defense Industries (an American defense company, now 

a subsidiary of BAE Systems Land and Armaments). By doing so, the ST Kinetics was able to cut 

the R&D duration to just 5 years and focused its attention on tuning the fire control and recoil 

systems that are the cornerstone of long-range precision fire. 

     Beyond armored vehicles, the ST Kinetics has also been active in marketing its small arms 

products to the Southeast Asian, North American, and European markets. It achieved this by 

collaborating widely with local distributors, setting up local subsidiary (e.g., VT Systems, a fully-

owned American subsidiary of ST Kinetics that distributes ST Kinetics’ firearms and ammunition 

products in the US), and teaming with multinational defense conglomerates (Thales, a pan-European 

and Australian defense company) to extend its reach to other countries’ defense markets. 

Norway 

The KDA owes its beginning to a small gunsmith workshop but has now came be known as an 

innovative Nordic company that cut its teeth in compact missiles and sensor technology. Its Penguin 

anti-ship missile reached early international success for its compact design and the ability to be 

launched from helicopters at a time when large ship-borne anti-ship missiles were the norm. The 

KDA continued its lead in this niche market with the development of Naval Strike Missile (NSM) – 

from which the KDA later teamed with Raytheon (a US defense conglomerate) to develop into the 

Joint Strike Missile (JSM) that will be carried by the F-35 multirole fighter. 

     The KDA not only developed its own missiles but also sourced existing design from its partner to 

develop a new weapon system that suits Norway’s tactical environment while having export 

potentials. Again, the KDA sourced the combat-proven AIM-120 air-to-air missile from its American 

partner, Raytheon, and integrated with indigenously developed C4I system and launcher unit and 

US-built MPQ-64 radar (a Raytheon product) to reengineer this air-to-air missile into a surface air 

defense system named NASAMS (Norwegian Advanced Surface to Air Missile System). The KDA 

later teamed with Raytheon to market and distribute this weapon system to foreign customers. 

    In the field of maritime systems, the KDA led, without being the prime contractor for combat 

system and platform, the development of the MSIFC (Multi-Sensor Integration and Fire Control) 

for the nation’s Spanish-built Fridtjof Nansen-class frigates. The MSIFC connects to US-built 

AN/SPY-1F radar (the primary combat management system of the ship and a Lockheed Martin 

product), Raytheon ESSM missiles, Thales Spherion MRS 2000 hull-mounted sonar, RSR 201N 

surveillance radar (by Reutech Solutions, a South African-based defense company), and the KDA’s 

own MSI 2005F anti-submarine warfare (ASW) system. 

    The KDA also resumed its old trade in gunnery by taking advantage of its advanced sensor 

technology and marketing its remote weapon station (RWS) products to the North American market 
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through its American subsidiary Kongsberg Protech Systems. The KDA’s Protector RWS and its 

variants have been installed on many US Army’s legacy combat platforms, including the M1A2 SEP 

V2 and the Stryker vehicles. Its latest MCT-30 remote turret is contracted by the US Army to be 

tested on the up-gunned Stryker variant. The KDA also teamed with defense companies from other 

countries to integrate its RWS products with their indigenous weapon systems. 

Australia 

Australia’s geographic isolation inhibits its access to the northern hemispheric defense trade, for the 

majority of the post-War period it has largely been on the buy-side of the market. However, the 

Australian government took the bold stride by opening up its defense industries to foreign 

acquisitions. The Thales Group fully acquired the state-owned Australian Defence Industries (ADI) 

in 2006, becoming Thales Australia; the BAE Systems absorbed a number of local aerospace and 

manufacturing facilities to form the BAE Systems Australia. They became the two prime contractors 

of Australia’s defense-related acquisition and R&D programs. 

    Using their parent companies’ extensive product lines and marketing networks, Thales Australia 

and BAE Systems Australia are able to land contracts with foreign customers for products of 

indigenous design (e.g., the Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicles) or as subsystems to their 

parent companies’ products. Because of such hierarchical integration with parent companies, these 

subsidiaries often serve as “prime contractors” for performing the contracts between their parent 

companies and the Australian government in the areas of shipbuilding and airframe/vehicles 

reliability improvement, increasing local shares of the contracts. 

     These local subsidiaries, on their own, also engaged in many co-development projects with foreign 

partners. The Mk 53 Nulka active decoy system that gained its instant fame in recent attacks on USS 

Mason is the result of a joint development program between the Lockheed Martin Sippican Inc. (a 

subsidiary of US defense conglomerate Lockheed Martin) and BAE Systems Australia, applying the 

hovering rocket concept pioneered by the Defence Science and Technology Organization of 

Australia.[2] 

Benefits and Risks of Collaboration: Plotting a right course for Taiwan’s defense industries 

The three country cases discussed above suggest that the seemingly entrenched global defense 

market remains plausibly open to small and medium-sized late comers. The Singaporean case shows 

that souring, subcontracting, combined with flexible regional alliance strategies allow small states like 

Singapore to overcome its lack of experience with armored vehicles R&D and quickly emerge as an 

armored vehicles exporter. The Norwegian case tells the story of a small firm taking advantage of its 

technological edge to gain a foothold in compact missiles and system integration. In addition, both 

the ST Kinetics and KDA set up American subsidiaries to expand their business operations in the 

world’s largest defense market. The Australian case, on the other hand, provides another approach 

toward promoting domestic defense industries and arms export: instead of nurturing its own, the 

government let foreign conglomerates to set up local subsidiaries to “insource” part of the contracts 

https://www.armytimes.com/articles/army-receives-first-stryker-upgraded-with-30mm-cannon
https://news.usni.org/2016/10/11/uss-mason-fired-3-missiles-to-defend-from-yemen-cruise-missiles-attack
https://news.usni.org/2016/10/11/uss-mason-fired-3-missiles-to-defend-from-yemen-cruise-missiles-attack
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back to Australia while using their parent companies’ business network to market indigenously 

developed products. 

     These are certainly useful policy implications for the Tsai administration to consider. For 

example, the Ordnance Readiness and Development Center (of Taiwan) should consider teaming 

with their more experienced foreign counterparts, such as the ST Kinetics and General Dynamics 

Land System (the US contractor that produces Stryker vehicles), to source more reliable, combat-

proven hull designs (such as transmission and hydraulic drive systems) to continue to improve the 

indigenously developed CM-32 “Clouded Leopard” family of 8x8 wheeled armored vehicles. By the 

principle of complementarity, the Ordnance Readiness and Development Center can also team with 

foreign defense conglomerates specialized in advanced weapon modules and armor packages, 

market the CM-32 vehicle as a modular weapon “platform” under their partners’ brand names via 

licensing, and utilize their marketing and distribution channels to promote sales abroad.  

     Similarly, the National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology (NCSIST) could exploit 

its comparative advantages in the fields of seeker modules, missiles, C4ISR (Command, Control, 

Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance), multi-beam and 

phased array radar technology, actively building alliance or teaming with foreign partners to explore 

further applications of these technologies (such as the Nulka case has suggested) or integrate these 

technologies as subsystems into foreign partners’ weapon systems. Conversely, the NCSIST should 

also consider sourcing foreign platforms, modifying them with indigenously developed C4ISR systems 

to develop new weapon systems that suit Taiwan’s unique tactical needs, then exporting them 

through foreign partners’ marketing and distribution channels. As global defense spending has 

gradually shifted away from traditional platforms to areas as C4ISR, targeting, and precision 

guidance,[9] this represents a promising point of market entry for Taiwanese defense industries. 

     Finally, breaking into the US market is the key for promoting international sales. Recent 

collaboration between Taiwan’s 205 Armory and Wolf Performance Ammunition in marketing the 

Taiwanese-made T91 assault rifle in US civilian market is an encouraging baby step in this regard. 

But as sales operations expand, it may be necessary for Taiwanese defense industries to set up fully-

owned US subsidiaries to manage local operations. 

     To be sure, the government could also pursue the Australian model by encouraging local 

subsidiaries of foreign defense to perform the contracts on behalf of parents companies and, 

through this link, to insource part of the contracts and export indigenous weapon systems. However, 

as with all previous strategies, this model comes with specific risks and regulation issues which we 

now turn. 

     First, defense industries had experienced dramatic post-Cold War consolidation through mergers 

and acquisitions (M&A) in responses to the decline in defense spending worldwide; conglomerates 

grow bigger and monopolize more product categories at the expense of small specialty firms. This 

carries two caveats for Taiwan’s defense industries. 1) It may be hard to team with foreign defense 

conglomerates willing to pair their advanced subsystems (platforms) with Taiwan’s indigenously 

https://www.pwc.pl/en/publikacje/defence_industry_ads.pdf
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2016/10/16/2003657255
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2016/10/16/2003657255
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developed platforms (subsystems) because they could acquire similar—if not superior—products 

from their own aerospace, land and maritime systems divisions. 2) Large defense conglomerates are, 

in general, highly vertically integrated and their procurement policies are subject to national 

acquisition regulations that exclude foreign-made components. 

     1) suggests that it may be advisable for Taiwanese defense industries to seek smaller but equally 

innovative specialty firms for collaboration. The Terrex armored vehicle is a case in point: both the 

ST Kinetics and Timoney are small firms and Timoney is a firm specializes in armored vehicles 

R&D subcontracting. So for Taiwanese defense industries seeking foreign partners, innovation 

should come before scale.[3] Indeed, it may be more direct for Taiwan to source specific platforms 

and subsystems of interest from their manufacturers through foreign military sales (FMS), direct 

commercial sales (DCS), or technology transfer, such that no intra-firm product substitution occurs 

within foreign defense conglomerates and the “partnership” becomes unidirectional. However, these 

forms of acquisitions are still subject to various export regulation, such as Arms Export Control Act 

(AECA), International Traffic Arms Regulation (ITAR), and DoDD 5535.3&8 Technology Transfer 

(T2) program, which can add additional cost and time overruns in weapon development and 

procurement. 

     2) underlines the domestic source preference in government procurement in many industrialized 

countries, that is, items procured should be, in whole or in part, made domestically. The US Defense 

Procurement Acquisition Policy (DPAP), for instance, is subject to Buy American Act, Berry 

Amendment, Balance of Payment Program, and relevant multilateral/bilateral trade treaties that 

prohibit the DoD from purchasing foreign-made/grown goods unless supplied by qualifying 

defense allies. Hence, Taiwanese defense industries eying to become DoD contractors through 

collaboration with US defense companies or offset agreements (often attached to FMS programs) 

may still be denied of their participation. In fact, countries like Australia tends to use “offset” 

appropriation to build an indigenous capability to service equipment purchased from the US.[4] Yet, 

such domestic source restrictions can be satisfied if the contracted parts were to be manufactured by 

the US subsidiaries of Taiwanese defense companies. 

     Second, teaming or alliance with foreign defense conglomerates may incur the so-called 

“shakedown” risk, meaning that the owner of an asset can get taken by his partners if the value of 

this asset is considerably lower elsewhere or when exiting the partnership bears high costs.[5] For 

example, many of the NCSIST’s technologies may be taken by its foreign partners to apply to their 

own projects. Should the NCSIST terminate this asymmetrical partnership, it will incur high costs as 

it no longer holds the edge over these technologies while having more restricted market access vis-à-

vis its foreign partners. By the same token, collaborating with foreign conglomerates on a very 

specific technology also implies commitment problem. The collaborated technology in question may 

be just one of several R&D projects currently undertaken by a big conglomerate and the 

conglomerate may simply withdraw from this specific project for portfolio balancing due to cost and 

time overruns, as the troublesome partnership between Taiwan government and Intel over WiMAX 

could attest. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2518456/mobile-wireless/intel-runs-into-major-wimax-snafu-in-taiwan.html
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     A recent Deloitte study estimated an average 26% cost and time overruns in Major Defense 

Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) in the last 15 years, which is matched by a Defense Acquisition 

University report that identified a strong correlation between program delays and cost overruns in 

104 MDAPS. For small states’ defense industries, anchoring collaboration with large defense 

conglomerates on specific projects can be costly. 

     The remedy is to encourage indigenous defense industries to cooperate widely with many 

partners and develop dual-use technologies so that Taiwanese firms are less likely to be taken by 

partnership-specific technologies. The government can learn from the Norwegian experience by 

stipulating, in major weapon platforms procurement contracts, that domestic firms be the prime 

contractors for system integration to mitigate the risks of foreign contractors defaulting. Relevant 

agencies should also consult closely with foreign partners’ regulatory authorities (such as the 

Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA)) regarding the feasibility, patent rights and disclosure 

requirements associated with the cooperation and transfer of technology for all participating 

parties.[6] 

     Lastly, for Taiwan, the Australian model can entail divestment risks and the comprehensive of 

current regulatory framework for foreign ownership (of privatized state-owned enterprises). While 

opening up defense industries for foreign acquisition is consistent with existing policy of foreign 

investment promotion, this approach may “hollow out” Taiwan’s defense industries (and national 

security) should foreign defense companies decide to divest. Moreover, even if foreign ownership 

remains stable, current provision for foreign ownership of privatized state-owned defense-related 

industries (e.g., AIDC and CSBC) is capped at around 10%, this does not confer foreign defense 

conglomerates meaningful stakes in their Taiwanese operations. 

     To fill these regulatory pitfalls, the government should consider lifting the foreign ownership 

ratio ceiling on domestic defense industries while strengthening the auditing and regulatory 

mechanisms on these foreign subsidiaries’ transactions, dividends, and operations. Regulations on 

the transfer of military/dual-use technology, components, and platforms in support of Taiwan arms 

export should also be enhanced. To this, the Ministry of National Defense’s (MND) proposal to 

establish a Taiwanese version of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that 

integrates defense-related research and industrial capability is on the right track, but a regulatory 

agency that supervises the export and transfer of defense articles, similar to the DSCA, should also 

be instituted.  

Concluding Remarks 

In this article, we presented strategies for promoting indigenous defense industries and export from 

a comparative perspective, analyzed their benefits and risks, and offered policy recommendations. 

Although our analysis is largely in line with the editor’s claim in this series, the recommendations 

constitute a series of interrelated policy and attitudinal changes: 

 

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/manufacturing/us-ad-canweaffordourownfuture-0127.pdf
http://dau.dodlive.mil/files/2015/06/ARJ-74_Christensen.pdf
http://dau.dodlive.mil/files/2015/06/ARJ-74_Christensen.pdf
http://www.aidc.com.tw/
http://www.csbcnet.com.tw/
https://www.mnd.gov.tw/Upload/files/國防部科技工業機構產品銷售辦法.odt
a%20Taiwanese%20version%20of%20the%20US’%20Defense%20Advanced%20Research%20Projects%20Agency%20(DARPA)
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1. Collaborating widely but teaming selectively with foreign defense companies 

2. Leveraging existing (foreign-made) platforms and off-the-shelf technologies 

3. Prioritizing innovation 

4. Developing international (US) market via foreign partners’ networks 

5. Strengthening regulatory framework 

which can be summarized into a two-dimensional strategy space representing the level of technology 

and regulatory efforts required to attain a particular country model discussed earlier (See Figure 1). 

The Norwegian model is associated with highest level of investment in technology while the 

Australian model potentially involves highest amount of regulatory efforts, such as relaxing foreign 

ownership of domestic defense industries and the establishment of new regulatory agencies. We 

recommend that this proposal be conceived as a continuum of all possible combinations of 

collaboration strategies and defense articles. National regulatory agencies should evaluate its strength 

and weakness in each category, devise the best actionable strategy and work in synergy with 

domestic and foreign participants to achieve it. 

     In its Defense Policy Blue Paper No.9 (May, 2015), the ruling party DPP pledged to “utilize an 

approach combining international cooperation and indigenous production” to build up a next-

generation military (p. 7) and invest 70% of added spending toward “indigenous defense research 

and development” (p. 23). With these commitments still in place, it is right time for the Tsai 

administration to give the “indigenization” defense policy a sincere reevaluation. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dppnff.tw/uploads/20150525205515_6229.pdf
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